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INTRODUCTION

The Augmentation Research Center ARC at the Stanford

Research Institute SRI has been developing for several

years computerbased online system called NLS NLS is

part of ARCs research on enhancing the intellectual effec

tiveness of Q3Q5Q to the develop

ments to date is highly interactive text manipulation using

chiefly display 6SS7SS NLS system supports

range of display terminals from expensive textgraphics

displays to inexpensive Alpha Numeric 2Sh and

typewriter terminals The NLS program runs as subsys

tem within TENEX timesharing system on DEC
PDP1O 9S

NLS is program of about one hundred thousand instruc

tions and about eight programmers are involved ii its

continued development and maintenance Since the pro

gram has been and will be under development for several

years considerable attention is given to the employment of

good software engineering practices

NLS provides general purpose interface to any of

large number of specialized capabilities that the user may
draw upon during his work Certain capabilities such as

text manipulation arid communication with others are

important to almost any type of intellectual work arid

thus they have received large amount of our development

resources NLS provides the user with consistent and

coherent command language interface while allowing him

to access diverse capabilities The system is used intensely

in the daytoday work of about fifty people some of whom

access the system through the ARPA NETWORK
These people are writers managers engineers analysts and

programmers
In addition to very flexible text editing and viewing

NLS provides the user with facilities for communication

publicationquality formatting control numerical calcula

tion specialized usersupplied editing and viewing and

programming support such as built in debugging system

and direct access to several compilers

For more complete description of NLS and its applica

tions the reader should consult References and

Figure describes the basic structure of the NLS applica

tion program This paper is primarily concerned with the

capabilities that the Display Terminal Interface provides

to the rest of the application program

Based on the command language grammar and the users

input the command language interpreter invokes various

manipulators to modify data structures and if appropriate

formatters to map these data structures into specified

rectangular ish called windows of the display

screen for the user to see User input in Figure represents

character input coordinate input and selection input

based on nateh input

manipulator is that set of routines that manipulates

data structures of certain type say type An example

might be the data structures used to represent hierarchical

structure that is applied to the textual information contained

the users files Some of the data structures are contained

ii the users files others are used to maintain user or sys

tem state information and characteristics Such manipula

tor might be applied to any of several instances of type

data structures or might always be applied to specific

instance

formatter consists of those routines that map data

structure of certain type into rectangular window
say on the display screen Such formatter might

invoke subformatters to handle subparts of the data struc

ture and it might be applied to particular instance or

to any of several instances of such data structure

formatter might be applied to specific window or applied

to any of several windows

In order to minimize the number of changes that will

have to be made to the screen formatter may compare

what is currently shown in the window to what is desired

To facilitate this formatter maintains data structure to

reflect the current contents of the window Alternatively

the formatter may simply clear the window and format the

new data into it The size of the window the number of

characters wide and lines high is available to formatter

from the Display Terminal Interface

The Display Terminal Interface is that set of routines

that provides the application program with primitive opera

tions for the manipulation of and interaction with eon

ceptual display terminal This interface allows the application

program to support physical displays with quite differ

ent characteristics The protocol between the terminal and
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the Display Terminal Interface vary with the terminal

type

1igure illustrates the window organization of typical

display screen Figure shows an actual screen orga
ruzed in this way Figures through slww other organiza

tns on various physical display terminals

In developing the graphics portion of the system we

wished to make use of the fairly wellknown notions of

structured display images and virtual display terminals

in order

To support ider rang of terminals without major

changes to the application program

Figure Photograph of NLS display which corresponds to Figure

Typewriter simulation window and type in feedback window are empty

The display terminal is Delta Data 5200 with Line Q2S
Note highlighted text in upper file window operands selected by the

user for the Transpose Word omText he moved from one

file to another by selecting operands in separate file windows

To minimize the amount of information to which

particular formatter must have access in order to

modify mQh portion window the display

By structured display images we mean display images

subdivided into structure usually hierarchical or mQi

Figure 4Photograph of JMLAC PlSl NLS display terminal with one

file window

Figure Basic structure of NLS

VIEW CONTROL

PARAMETERS COMMANO FEEDBACK AND PROMPTING WINDOW

TYPEWRITER SIMuLATION WINDOW

TYPE IN FEEDBACK WINDOW lOserlaps

FILE WINDOW

FILE WINDOW

Figure typical NIS display screen subdivided into windows See

Figure
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Figure Photograph of IMLAC ih display terminal with

two columnar file windows it two ditferen displayed

tial uc ut tlte of the structure can he modified

such as deleted moved ttr replaced independently from

the rest of the display image By virtual display terminal

we mean display terminal manipulated by an application

program so that conceptual display properties can he ntapped

by it ctesh ittto appropriate commattds for the

display heiitg su pp ed

attempt itg tt apply Itese tech to ext

display it niani pulation discovered that there are

ju
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Figure Photograph of display screen with one file window and one

typewriter window lower portion of screen User may interact with

NLS on upper portion of screen or with debugger on lower portion

some underlying differemtces between pictorial graphics tt

which these techniques work quite well and textual graphics

These differences forced us to hh slightly different

conceptual model for text displays This paptr rtpttrts what

we now know aboum he differeitces acid the cc it pt intl

model we have developed

SOME lUNDAM ENTAJ DI FFEItENCES I3ETVEEN

TEXTUAL AM PICTORIAL GRAPHICS

Although pictorial and textual graphics are similar in

most respects there are some problems unique to textual

graphics

Oct most displays only characters of cert am sizes

and pa mug
are accept able the It tut ust or

can he displayed at all

Figure Photograph of local display screen showing use of numerical

calculation features with transaction lustory window on left acid users

file on right

Figure ti Photograph of local display terminal screen with one file

window showing documentation for debugging program
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Often characters can only be displayed at certain

coordinate positions with predetermined spacing

between characters Thus mapping virtual coordi

nate system onto physical screen may be difficult

Most displays with fixedspaced character fonts can

be thought of in terms of charactergrid coordinate

system which is not necessarily the same as its

pictorial coordinate system

In general text cannot be scaled rotated or trans

lated by arbitrary amounts as can most pictorial

images

In order to control text formatting the application

program must know the charactergrid coordinate

systems of the physical display

In order to do its job effectively from the users stand

point the application program must be able to determine

the usable character sizes and fonts arid their associated

charactergrid coordinate systems for the physical display

it is supporting

These fundamental differences forced us to develop the

conceptual model discussed in the following section

CONCEPTUAL MODEL FOR TEXT DISPLAYS

Our requirements for conceptual model of text display

are as follows

Characteristics of the lll3sieal display should be

isolated or larametrie range of physical displays

must be supported with minimal impact to the

application program We have found the isolation

of knowledge to be an essential software engineering

principle to effect long term reliability flexibility

and maintainability of large software system

Separate parts of the application program must be

able to manipulate independently the text on portions

of the screen

The user must be able to select text on the screen

by means of some type of pointing device By
pointing device we mean device that is capable of

transmitting coordinate data to the application pro

gram eg 7h and tablet joy stick in

response to some user action such as depressing

button or key The pointing device should be

coupled to the display in such way that it gives the

user some indication eg the visual indication pro

vided by tracking the device with crosshair of

what he is likely to select if he makes selection

When the user wishes to select some text on the

screen he moves the pointing device so that it or

its displayed tracking spot is near the desired text

and takes the appropriate action to cause the coordi

nates to be transmitted The application program

should then determine which text is nearest the

coordinates that were input and show the user what

it found eg by highlighting the selected text as in

Figure This must be done in such way that the

user can back up say by depressing some other

button and retry the selection

Th ability of two or more users to share screens

must be provided We find great value in the ability

of two or more people who are geographically distant

to run NLS using display terminals through the

ARPA Network arid share screens By this we mean

both see the same image on their screens and both

can control the application program that manipulates

the image The situation is analogous to several

people standing together at blackboard where all

can see what each writes This sharing is greatly

facilitated of course by telephone connection By
this means distributed people can work together

on such things as reports designs papers proposals

arid computer programs Video projectors also allow

distributed meetings

If the application program needs to use the same

portions of the screen for different purposes it is

very convenient for the application program to be

able to suppress the display of part of the image and

later to he able to restore it to sight This is useful

since most display screens are quite small in terms

of the number of readable characters they will sup
port arid portions must often be used for several

purposes lor example the same portion of the

screen might he used for the display of information

from the users files and for the display of status

messages or the feedback of user input The sup
pression capability allows the application program

to overlap windows arid use the physical screen

space to best advantage without having to dedicate

portions of the screen to infrequently used purposes

Figure shows situation where the display of

file text window has been suppressed in order for the

user to interact with debugging program in that

portion of the screen 1igure also shows feedback of

user input the text this is test in sequential

window that extends to the bottom of the screen As

the user types more text lines will be suppressed in the

file text windows as need to avoid superpositioning

The application program must be able to draw the

users attention to some text on the screen eg
make it blink or increase its intensitysee Figure

Because of the typewriterlike interaction modes of

most modern timesharing systems typewriter simu

lation should be possible on portion of the screen

when running the application program in display

interaction mode for system broadcast error or

warning messages from the timesharing system
We have found this to be very valuable to the user This

portion of the screen must in general be dedicated

to this purpose because of the asynchronous nature

of these messages In Figure the debugging pro

gram is interacting with the user through typewriter
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simulation on the bottom portion of the screen The

text on the upper portion of the screen is unaffected

by the scrolling sirhulating the behavior of Carriage

Return and Line Feed which takes place during

typewriter simulation on the lower portion

In order to meet these requirements we have developed

conceptual model of display terminal The reader is

referred to Figure to the appendix of this paper and to

other referenced material especially References and 19
for additional details The primary characteristics of the

conceptual model are as follows

Windows and Strings

The display screen is divisible into rectangular possibly

overlapping windows Windows may be invisible or

visible random or sequential Sequential windows behave

like typewriter simulations text is scrolled though them
Random windows contain character strings which can be

manipulated moved replaced deleted independently

Individual strings may or may not be selectable Text in

selectable character strings may be selected by the user via

his pointing device as operands to application program
commands The terminal initially has only one sequential

window that covers the whole screen and is called the

default typewriter window

The application program is expected to allocate windows

for various types of information display to the user Some

of these windows are for the purpose of command specifica

tion feedback to the user and others are for the display of

information contained in the users files

Basic terminal modes

The terminal can be in one of two basic modes type
writer mode and display mode In typewriter

mode all display windows except the default typewriter

window are invisible the default typewriter window is

visible and coordinate input is disabled the terminal acts

like an alphanumeric display simulating typewriter

terminal In display mode the default typewriter window

is invisible and coordinate input is enabled the application

program controls which windows are visible

Pointing device interaction

It is assumed that in addition to character input the

terminal also transmits coordinate information along with

at least certain characters In formatting character strings

that are selectable by the user usually representing text

from the users files the formatters construct data struc

ture associating each character string with the data element

that it represents When the user subsequently selects

character on the screen the coordinates that were input are

mapped by the display terminal interface using mapping

data that it maintains into windowidentifier string

identifier and character count This character andor

neighboring characters may then be highlighted on the

screen for the users benefit The windowidentifier string

identifier and character count are converted by the applica

tion program using the data structure just discussed into

data element identifiers appropriate for its use

Sequential windows

We assume situation where the user has only one termi

nal that must behave like typewriter terminal at times and

like true twodimensional display terminal at other times

Thus sequential typewriter windows are very important

Any text that is received by the display that is not in the

context of display command is scrolled through the

current typewriter window The effect of characters like

CarriageReturn and LineFeed are simulated We expect

that when an application program is initialized it allocates

small sequential window somewhere on the screen and

makes it the typewriter window Thus any error messages

system broadcast messages terminal 9h so

forth can be seen by the user while using the terminal in

display mode

Device specific parameters

When the Display Terminal Interface see Figure is

initialized by the application program it determines via

monitor calls or interaction with an intelligent terminal

enough about the display characteristics to manipulate the

physical display It returns to the application program the

charactergrid coordinate systems for the available charac

ter sizes of the terminal The rest of the application program

is then parameterized on the basis of these values

To make all of this work we must make certain assump

tions about the display and any associated processing

capability it might logically possess

It is mandatory that

we can treat the screen like large character grid

and write characters at arbitrary positions on the

grid providing that we do not write past the edge

of the screen

there is some way of mapping our conceptual display

primitives described in the Appendix of this paper

into the primitive operations of the physical display

there is some way of writing text in mode such

that it stands out from the rest eg blink reverse

video underline

there is some way of highlighting existing text on

the screen in such way that when the highlighting

is removed the original text will look just as it did

before it was highlighted This may be the same as

above and

there is eoordioate input device such that the cur
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rent coordinates will he input with at least certain

characters and such that it can be tracked on the

screen

It is desirable but not mandatory that

there is some way of accomplishing the typewriter

window capability although this is not must the

capability is certainly useful to the user

various fixed spaced fonts and character sizes are

available for the terminal we plan to extend the

model to include proportionally spaced fonts in the

future and

the intelligent display terminal is capable of re

sponding to an interrogation command from the

Display Terminal Interface This capability is op
tional since the user can supply the information

instead However this latter approach is not very

desirable or reliable

Our operating system makes assumptions about the type

of terminal that one is using If these assumptions are

incorrect for example if one has display rather than

typewriter terminal then the user must communicate this

to the operating system via command If the terminal is

intelligent arid can respond to an interrogation the user

simply specifies this and when the Display Terminal Inter

face is initialized it sends the terminal an interrogation

cemniand to which the terminal responds with its charac

teristics Otherwise lie user roust supply any needed ii

formation alout the display terminal or its characteristics

must he assumed by the application program

THE MOUSE AND KEYSET AS IMPORTANT AIDS
TO DISPLAY INTERACTION IN TEXT EDITING

Although they are very simple devices we have found

that the mouse and keyset combined with standard

typewriterlike keyboard form very balanced and useful

set of input devices for twodimensional text manipula48S mouse is used for pointing and for special

function input the keyset arid keyboard are used for char

acter input The mouse is small device that has two per

pendicularly mounted potentiometers to which are attached

wheels that roll and slide in proportion to the direction of

movement and three buttons It is an easy pointing

device to use and causes the user little or no fatigue It can

be used on almost any flat surface usually desk top

The keyset consists of five long keys similar in shape to

white piano keys The user depresses several keys in unison

to input character When the thirtyone possible combi

nations are combined with shift buttons on the mouse the

user is able to completely duplicate the standard keyboard

while keeping one hand on the mouse ready to point to

operands for commands typed in from the keyset When

more than few characters are to be input the user removes

his hands from the mouse arid keyset and uses the type
writerlike keyboard

The three buttons on the mouse if depressed arid released

without intervening characters from the keyset have addi

tional functions the more interesting of the seven being

To select some text on the screen or give final confirina

tion to begin the execution of command
To backup command specification to allow the user to

redo whatever he just did eg select ngh else on the

screen or retype his last character

To abort the current command specification arid return

the user to the beginning of command specification and

To allow the user to modify the parameters which control

how his information is presented to him He may do this in

the middle of specifying 3S
For more discussion of these devices the

readers attention is directed to References and
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APPEN lIX ITIVES THE CONCEPTUAL
MODEL TEXT LAY

miti rat itttts that it Disllay Terminal

Interface provides to the application program are listed

For wiitdow

WINDOWID ALLOCATEWINDOW Yl X2 Y2
CHARACTERSIZE FONT TYPE

unction Allocates rectangular window of the specified

type random or sequential and position Establishes

default character size and font for the window

Arguments

Xl Yl screen coordinates of upper left corner ttf

window

X2 Y2 screen coordinates of lowcr right corner of

window

CHARACTERSIZE default character size for this

window

FONT default tt for this window

TYPE sequential or random

Returns

WINDOWID unique identifier for this window

to be ustd in subsequent commands
DEALLOCATEWINDOW WINDOWID

Functirtn itthe specified

CLEARWINDOW WINDOWID
Function Delttes contents of witidow and removes image

from the screen

INVISIBLEWINDOW WINDOWID
Function Makes the contents of the window invisibli

no image on the screen

VISIBLFrWINDOW WINDOWID
Fttnction the contents of the wittdow visible

image appears tin the screenQ5WINDOWID
Function the specified sequential window the

typewriter window All unescorted characters not

within display command will be scrolled through

this window These characters can also be scrolled

through the default typewriter window so that the

user can see them when the terminal is returned to

typewriter mode
For Character String ion

STRINGID WRITESTRING WINDOWID
CHARACTERSIZE FONT HIGHLIGHT SE
LECTABLE CHARACTERS

Function write the specified string in the window with

the specified properties at the specified position

Arguments

WINDOWID unique identifier for

window coordinates of the first character of

the string

CHARACTERSIZE Use specified character size for

this string or use window default

FONT Use specified font for this string or use window

default

HIGHLIGHT If specified highlight this string make
it stand out to user

SELECTABLE If specified characters in this string

may be selected by the user via the SELECTCHAR
ACTER primitivi

CHARACTERS the characters to be displayed
here
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Returns

STRINGID unique identifier for the string within

this windowRE1 WINDOWID STRINGlI
CHARACTERSIZE FONT HIGHLIGHT SE
LECTABLE CHARACTERS

Function Replaces the specified string in the specified

window by the characters specified If iQ coordi

nates are not specified the current position is used

FONT and CHARACTERSIZE may be defaulted to

the old values for the string or to the window defaults

If HIGHLIGHT is specified the string is made to

stand out from normal text on the screen

MOVESTRING WINDOWID STRINGID
CHARACTERSIZE FONT HIGHLIGHT SE
LECTABLE

Function Move the specified string to the specified posi

tion within the window

DELETESTRING WINDOWID STRINGID
Function Delete the specified string from the specified

window

INVISIBLESTRING WINDOWID STRINGID
Function Make the specified string invisible to the user

no image on the screen

VISIBLESTRING WINDOWID STRINGID
Function Make the specified string visible to the user

image on the screen

CLEARSTRING WINDOWID STRINDID
Function Same as REPLACESTRING with null string

For Sequential Window Manipulation

APPENDTEXT WINDOWID CHARACTERS
Function Append the specified characters to the specified

sequential window Carriage Return arid Line Feed

characters are simulated within primitive and are

automatically inserted to avoid characters exceeding

the right edge of the window

For Highlighting Characters

MARKCHARACTERS WINDOW ID Xl X2
Function Highlight the characters from position Xl

to X2Y in the specified window such that the mark

can be removed with REMOVEMARIC and the

original characters will be unchanged It is desirable

but not mandatory for the user to be able to read

characters that are marked by this primitive

REMOVEMARK
Function Remove the last mark put on the screen with

MARKCHARACTERS
CLEARMARKS

Function Remove all marks put on the screen with

MARKCHARACTERS
For Cursor Manipulation

SETCURSOR CHARACTERS
Function If possible for this display mina set the

primary cursor the one that tracks the users pointing

device to the specified characters

PLOTSECONDARYCURSOR XY CHARACTERS
Function Plot secondary cursor at screen position XY

using the characters specified if possible This niust

he done in such way that the original text the

screen is riot destroyed This primitive is used in screen

sharing

For User Input

CHARACTER READCHARACTERnh Read the next character input from the termi

oi
XY READCURSORCOORDI ATES

Function Read the next screen coordinates iuput from

the terminal

SENDCOORDSWITHCHARACTERS
Function Begin sending cursor screen coordinates with

at least certain control characters

DONTSENDCOORDSWITHCHARACTERS
Function Stop sending cursor coordinates with any

characters

TIM NTERVALCOORDI PUT TI
INTERVAL

Function Begin reporting cursor coordinates periodically

when they have changed independent of user actions

for use in screen sharing

For User Selection of Text on the Screen

WI DOWID STRINGID CHARACTERCOUNT
SELECTCHARACTER XY

Function Given the screen coordinates XY find the

nearest selectable character on the screen

Returns

WI VIThe unique identifier for the window

containing the string that contained the selected

character

STRINGID The unique identifier for the string

containing the selected character

CHARACTERCOUNT The index into the string

identified by STRINGID of the character that was

selected

The window coordinates of the selected char

acter

WINDOWID SELECTWINDOW
Function Given the coordinates XY return an identifier

for the nearest window containing selectable character

strings Such windows should riot overlap

For Batch Processing Display Commands
PROCESSCOMMANDS DIANDSH

LIST WINDOWID
Function Given list of display commands like those

described above perform the operations all at once

on the display in manner appropriate to the actual

display

For Error Messages

OUTPUTERRORSTRING CHARACTERS
Function Output the error message in manner appro

priate to the display

For Determining Display Characteristics

INTERROGATEDISI
Junction Determine the usable character sizes fonts

arid charactergrid coordinate ninsh for the display
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The normal character size and font are also indi

cated Execution of this primitive also initializes the

Display Terminal Interface routines to work with the

actual display

For Basic Mode Switching

TYPEWRITERMODE
Function Put the terminal in typewriter mode Make all

windows invisible except for the default typewriter

window and disable coordinate input

DISPLAYMODE
Function Restore terminal to display mode Make

default typewriter window invisible make any windows

that were visible prior to the last TYPEWRITER
MODE command visible again and enable coordinate

input

For Resetting the Terminal to Its Initial State

RESET
Function Reset the display terminal to its initial state

simulating typewriterlike terminal with no windows

allocated and not sending coordinates with any char

acters


